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Abstract
We introduce symmetry hierarchy of man-made objects, a high-level structural representation of a 3D model
providing a symmetry-induced, hierarchical organization of the model’s constituent parts. Given an input mesh,
we segment it into primitive parts and build an initial graph which encodes inter-part symmetries and connectivity
relations, as well as self-symmetries in individual parts. The symmetry hierarchy is constructed from the initial
graph via recursive graph contraction which either groups parts by symmetry or assembles connected sets of
parts. The order of graph contraction is dictated by a set of precedence rules designed primarily to respect the law
of symmetry in perceptual grouping and the principle of compactness of representation. We show that symmetry
hierarchy naturally implies a hierarchical segmentation that is more meaningful than those produced by local
geometric considerations. We also develop an application of symmetry hierarchies for structural shape editing.

1. Introduction

Understanding the structure of a 3D shape has been an on-
going research effort in graphics and modeling. High-level
or “intelligent” models lend themselves well to many ap-
plications such as editing, correspondence, synthesis, and
animation. However, most 3D models today are still rep-
resented using low-level mesh representations. The defini-
tion, as well as construction, of higher-level models still re-
mains a challenge. In this paper, we are interested in de-
veloping such models for man-made 3D objects. Man-made
artifacts are characterized by high levels of regularity and
repetition as reflected by their different forms of symme-
try and they are often assembled from parts and sub-parts
recursively. We combine these two defining characteristics
of man-made shapes: symmetry and hierarchical structures,
to define a novel high-level representation of shapes called
symmetry hierarchy. Specifically, we model a 3D man-made
object as a symmetry-induced, hierarchical organization of
its constituent parts; see Figure 1 for two such examples.

Symmetry hierarchy does not simply detect and arrange
symmetries hierarchically; it is built upon two distinct rela-
tions between shape parts: grouping of symmetric parts and
assembly of connected components, where the latter is pri-
marily governed by symmetry. Our algorithm thus operates
beyond local geometry analysis for hierarchical shape de-
composition, as done in existing works on mesh segmenta-
tion, constructed solid geometry (CSG), and scene graphs; it

Figure 1: Symmetry hierarchy provides a structural orga-
nization of an object’s parts. Parts associated with a node
are colored blue. Each node represents either a grouping by
symmetry (green) or assembly (red) by connectivity.

also goes beyond mere discovery of global or isolated partial
symmetries. We aim to provide a natural representation of a
shape with a perceptual and functional organization of its
parts. The key challenge then lies in defining a set of rules
that support the proper construction and natural prioritiza-
tion of grouping and assembly relations.

The ultimate goal of symmetry hierarchies is shape un-
derstanding. To “understand” a shape, symmetry is expected
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to play a crucial role [Ley01]. The Gestalt law of symmetry
attributes symmetry as one of the fundamental principles be-
hind perceptual grouping [Köh29]. For man-made objects,
the ability to infer the functionalities of parts is key to high-
level shape analysis and understanding. Symmetry is evi-
dently relevant since symmetric parts tend to perform the
same function and should be logically grouped together.

Symmetry analysis of man-made structures is especially
appealing yet challenging due to the immensely rich va-
rieties of organizational symmetry structures within them,
even for those in the same class (e.g., think of the variety
of chairs or tables one may encounter). Inferring a natural
and meaningful hierarchical organization of a shape’s parts
is challenging even with a perfect shape segmentation and
all the low-level symmetries detected. Computationally, a
modest number of parts already lead to a large search space.
For the shape representation to be general, the organizational
rules need to handle not only symmetry grouping but also
general part assembly that accounts for asymmetries in a
shape. Last but not the least, a natural representation in-
evitably requires a high-level understanding of the shape,
which is in general a highly complex cognitive process.

Overview. Our hierarchy construction algorithm takes as
input a 3D mesh and returns a tree representation whose leaf
nodes are the constituent parts of the mesh and the internal
nodes represent symmetry-grouping or part-assembly opera-
tions. The input mesh is first segmented into primitive parts.
Next, all inter- and intra-part symmetries are detected and an
initial graph of all parts is created where nodes denote parts
and edges denote symmetry or adjacency relations between
parts. The core of our algorithm builds the hierarchy by con-
tracting the initial graph recursively via

• grouping: creating a new node grouping two or more ex-
isting nodes whose associated shapes are symmetric to
each other; the grouped shapes may not be connected.
• assembly: creating a new node adjoining two nodes whose

associated shapes are connected.

These operations are ordered by a set of precedence rules
which prioritize contractions of nodes whose correspond-
ing shape structures are more tightly organized perceptually,
functionally and whose organization leads to a more com-
pact representation. Our implementation is primarily driven
by symmetry analysis. The consideration of compactness is
inspired by the minimum description length principle. This
is a formalization of Occam’s Razor in which the best hy-
pothesis for a given set of data is the one that is also the
simplest, e.g., compact in size. In addition, secondary con-
sideration is given to geometric criteria, e.g., proximity and
connectivity strength, to further enhance symmetry hierar-
chy as a meaningful organization of shape parts.

In the general setting, the question of “what the most per-
ceptually meaningful organization of a shape’s parts is?” will
likely yield different answers. People’s perception may dif-

fer based on knowledge and context. Our work follows one
possible perceptual principle arising from symmetry cues.
Even with such a restriction, the set of rules we develop are
by no means complete or optimal. We do not guarantee that
the symmetry hierarchy obtained is unique, but in all of our
experiments, the rules have always led to unique results.

Contributions. Our main contribution is a novel structural
representation for man-made shapes, the symmetry hierar-
chy. Our emphasis on structure rather than geometric mea-
sures such as size and angle is particularly suited to man-
made objects. However small a structure is, it was designed
for a purpose, to serve a function, and its structural signif-
icance may outweigh another part larger in size. Although
our algorithm does not explicitly model the functionalities
of object parts, we often observe the ability of our rules to
reflect them in the resulting hierarchies. For example, the
wheel and support of the ferris wheel model are correctly
revealed in the hierarchy, as shown in Figure 1.

2. Related work

Symmetry-aware processing has received a great deal of at-
tention lately [GPF07]. Most existing works on symmetry
detection extract global [KFR04, OSG08] or isolated partial
symmetries [MGP06,PSG∗06,RBBK07,BBW∗09,XZT∗09,
LCDF10]. The idea of grouping by symmetry has been ap-
plied to mesh segmentation but only to the point of group-
ing mesh faces which form maximal-area regions that pos-
sess certain symmetries [PSG∗06,XZT∗09]. These methods
thrive at extracting partial symmetries from a globally asym-
metric model, possibly leaving a complex globally symme-
try structure unprocessed. When examining a complex ob-
ject, human perception tends to organize it into a nested hi-
erarchy of structures. Leyton [Ley01] proposes a generative
theory of shapes, stipulating that symmetry plays the key
role in recovering that hierarchy. Our work can be seen as
a preliminary algorithmic realization of this theory.

Some existing methods can detect compound structural
regularities in 3D shapes. Most notably, the work of Pauly
et al. [PMW∗08] detects such regularities from which a one-
or two-parameter generative model can be derived. Their ap-
proach only considers regular 2D grid structures in the sym-
metry transformation space without performing a general
hierarchical analysis. The thesis work of Martinet [Mar07]
includes ideas similar to ours, in particular hierarchy con-
struction based on detected symmetries. The goal there is to
discover congruent scene components to improve the effi-
ciency of storage and processing of symmetry-rich scenes;
rules for part assembly are not considered. Our goal is shape
understanding and we apply symmetry analysis to both part
grouping and assembly. With a similar attempt to infer func-
tionality from geometry, the work of Mitra et al. [MYY∗10]
is relevant. Their construction of the interaction graph also
considers inter- and intra-part symmetries as in our work,
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Figure 2: A set of chairs with their symmetry hierarchies. Self-symmetries and connectivity strengths (in brackets) at the
nodes are shown for one model (red: assembly nodes; green: grouping nodes; “bf. grouping”: assembly before grouping). The
semantic tags are not computed by our algorithm but are shown here to illustrate how functional parts (back, seat, etc.) are
grouped together and revealed by our symmetry hierarchies.

but it does not build a hierarchical part organization. Analy-
ses of mechanical part assemblies can be traced back to early
works in robotics, e.g., [Liu90], where the theory of symme-
try groups was employed to study solid surface contacts.

Inverse procedural modeling also aims to recover struc-
tural information from a given shape. Benes et al. [BSM∗10]
generate an L-system which reproduces a given 2D line art.
Bokeloh et al. [BWS10] perform local similarity and sym-
metry search to decompose a 3D model and synthesize new
shapes procedurally via insertion, deletion, and replacement.
They do not replicate symmetric parts but look for symmet-
ric areas called docking sites so that the non-symmetric parts
can be replaced. A common feature shared by these works
and ours is the emphasis on structural decomposition. How-
ever, they seek procedural modeling rules for shape repro-
duction and manipulation, while we target a generic shape
representation applicable to a wider variety of tasks includ-
ing segmentation, correspondence, and editing.

Works on hierarchical shape analysis are naturally tied
to segmentation. Most methods base their analysis on the
geometric properties of individual parts such as fitting to
primitives [AFS06], shape diameters [SSS∗10], convexity
and compactness [KJS07], or rely on an intrinsic surface

metric for clustering [KT03, LZ07]. Structural approaches
mainly focus on skeleton topology [RT07]. More relevant is
the work of Simari et al. [SKS06]. Their folding mesh hierar-
chy is produced in a top-down fashion by finding recursively
the dominant (by area) reflectional symmetry in a connected
sub-shape. Our symmetry hierarchy deals with more gen-
eral symmetries, even between disconnected parts, and it is
built bottom-up, allowing for easy handling of models that
are largely asymmetric. In addition, our construction follows
rules which take into account perceptual cues and the com-
pactness principle, going beyond purely geometric consider-
ations and towards a more functional analysis of shapes.

Gal et al. [GSMCO09] introduce iWires, an intelligent
editing paradigm for man-made shapes which incorporates
symmetry-based constraints. By working primarily with fea-
ture curves, the wires, iWires maintain their individual char-
acteristics and mutual relations while manipulating the ob-
ject. The editing paradigm is more suited for detail editing.
It encodes more global relations between the wires, but only
as a discrete set without a higher-level organization. The use
of symmetry hierarchies complements iWires by providing
such organizational structures to enable part-level structural
editing, as we demonstrate in this paper.
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Our work is also related to reverse engineering. Automat-
ically inferring geometric aspects of the design intent for
solid shapes is well-studied in CAD/CAM and solid mod-
eling. Earlier works such as [SV93] aim to convert bound-
ary representations into CSG representations based on basic
solid primitives. Later works try to recover feature trees and
geometric constraints [LLM06]. However, the approach in
these works concentrates on finding part-level features that
would enable dimension changes and construct geometric
constraint graphs. Our goal is to recover a more structural
representation based primarily on symmetry analysis.

3. Pre-segmentation and initial graph construction

Symmetry-driven segmentation. All the models used
in our work come from the Princeton Shape Benchmark,
the iWires collection [GSMCO09], and the SHREC’09
databases. Some of them are already composed of isolated
manifolds which can be taken as the primitive parts. Models
defined by a single or a few large mesh pieces need to be
segmented. Many existing segmentation algorithms are pos-
sible. We follow the well-known minima rule and employ
a variant of the hierarchical clustering algorithm using nor-
malized cuts guided by shape concavity [GF08]. However,
our goal here is to decompose an object into parts which are
the basic entities for analyzing symmetry relations. Hence,
it is important that the segmentation reveals symmetric parts
as much as possible. The concavity cues can sometimes be
weak, especially for scanned models, so that the segmenta-
tion results can be imperfect, as shown in Figure 3.

To extract initial parts which better reveal symmetry, we
develop a symmetry-driven enhancement of the original seg-
mentations. We examine the whole model and detect dom-
inant global or partial reflectional symmetries by extracting
the most significant modes in the reflection plane space using
the voting approach of [MGP06]. Then, for each part of the
original segmentation, we check whether it conforms to the
symmetries detected. Whenever we find a part that is sym-
metrically mapped to two or more different parts, we split
the part according to its symmetric counterparts to improve
the symmetry of the segmentation; see Figure 3 for some re-
sults. The symmetry-enhanced segmentations will assist in
constructing more meaningful symmetry hierarchies.

Symmetry detection. Only extrinsic part-level symmetries
are considered and they include 1) reflectional or rotational
self-symmetries possessed by individual parts, and 2) rota-
tional, translational and reflectional symmetries which relate
pairs of parts. These symmetries define the attributes of the
initial graph. For both inter- and intra-part symmetry detec-
tions, we first re-sample the parts uniformly to achieve inde-
pendence against their mesh tessellation.

We adopt the voting approach of [MGP06] to detect all
the self-symmetries possessed by a part. For symmetry de-
tection between two parts, instead of voting, we utilize a

Figure 3: Symmetry enhancement (from left to right in each
pair) in mesh segmentation for two synthetic scans. Ehance-
ments and differences are highlighted in circles.

simple registration method which has worked quite effec-
tively since the primitive parts we are dealing with are rather
simple. First, dissimilar parts are excluded from considera-
tion quickly by comparing their principal components. For
those which have potential symmetry relations, we align one
of the parts to the other by matching their centers and PCA
axes. Then we use ICP to find a rigid registration between
the parts and measure their Hausdorff distance. If the dis-
tance falls below a threshold, we regard the shapes to be the
same and the extrinsic symmetry between the registered pair
is extracted from the transformation matrix of the registra-
tion. Translational and rotational symmetries can be derived
from the transformation matrix by simple matrix operations.
To find a reflectional symmetry, we reflect the first part about
the central plane perpendicular to the line connecting the
centers of the two parts, and then re-iterate the above rigid
registration and thresholding procedure.

Initial graph. The nodes of the initial graph are the model
parts and the edges encode all the detected symmetries as
well as connectivity between pairs of parts. There is a con-
nectivity edge between two nodes if their corresponding
parts are connected and there is a symmetry edge if the parts
are symmetric to each other. The connectivity relations be-
tween parts in the input mesh are added into the graph. Other
connectivity relations between parts are detected by com-
puting the intersection between the bounding boxes of the
parts. Each symmetry edge stores the type as well as the nec-
essary parameters defining the associated symmetry. Each
node stores the set of self-symmetries it possesses.

We say that two symmetries are equivalent if, a) they are
both rotational symmetries and share the same rotation axis,
but not necessarily the same order of rotations, or b) they
are both translational symmetries and their translation vec-
tors are co-linear, or c) they are both reflectional symmetries
and share the same reflection plane. A symmetry clique in
the graph is a subset of nodes in which every pair is con-
nected by a symmetry edge describing an equivalent sym-
metry, called the grouping symmetry of the symmetry clique.
The number of nodes in a clique is called its order. The order
of a rotational or translational symmetry clique is at least two
while for a reflectional symmetry, the order is always two.
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4. Graph contraction and precedence rules

In a bottom-up fashion starting with nodes in the initial
graph, we apply symmetry-guided graph contraction recur-
sively to group or assemble sets of nodes, stopping when
there is only one node remaining. This node is the root rep-
resenting the full input model.

Graph contraction and symmetry inheritance. As we
build up the hierarchy, each internal node, attributed by its
type, is associated with a set of parts, which we call a part
ensemble. By definition, each part is also a part ensemble.
Each node in the symmetry hierarchy stores a (possibly null)
set of extrinsic self-symmetries possessed by the part en-
semble at the node. A grouping node is a unary (degree-
one) node which results from contracting a symmetry clique.
In the hierarchy, it points to one (arbitrary) instance in the
clique. An assembly node is a binary node in the hierarchy
pointing to two connected part ensembles; see Figure 2.

The way graph contraction is implemented is fairly stan-
dard. It operates on a contraction graph which starts as the
initial graph. In each step, the set of nodes contracted is re-
moved from the contraction graph and replaced by a group-
ing or an assembly node. This is followed by necessary up-
dates on the set of connectivity and symmetry edges. The
process then repeats until there is only one node remain-
ing in the contraction graph. Of course, all leaf nodes and
new nodes created are stored separately from the contraction
graph to populate the resulting symmetry hierarchy.

A key operation after each contraction is to assign to the
new node a set of self-symmetries, for the resulting part en-
semble. Instead of recomputing these self-symmetries from
scratch, we rely on symmetry inheritance from the con-
tracted nodes. First, we add to the new node any equivalent
self-symmetry possessed by all the contracted nodes. In the
case of grouping by rotational or reflectional symmetry, any
grouping symmetry of the contracted clique is added as a
self-symmetry of the group. The only case where additional
symmetry needs to be detected and added is with grouping
by translational symmetry, where it is possible that a new re-
flectional symmetry, with its reflection plane perpendicular
to the translation vector, would emerge.

Precedence rules. There are typically multiple symmetry
cliques to be grouped and a node may be connected to multi-
ple symmetry or connectivity edges. We now propose prece-
dence rules to order contraction operations. These rules are
tested against all the detected symmetry cliques.

Grouping-Assembly Mixing Rules (M1-M2) dictate ordering
between grouping and assembly operations.

M1 (Grouping before assembly): Grouping by symmetry
takes precedence over assembly operations, with an excep-
tion given by the next rule (M2).

Grouping of nodes by contracting a symmetry clique fol-

Figure 4: Grouping-Assembly Mixing Rules at work. (a)-(c):
Ai’s are grouped by symmetries before assembly with others.
(d) A1 and A2 are assembled before grouping by symmetry.

lows Gestalt law of symmetry for perceptual grouping, re-
moving redundancy and making the representation compact.
For a man-made shape, parts which are symmetric to each
other tend to perform the same function. This rule overtakes
Gestalt law of proximity [Köh29] for an assembly of con-
nected part ensembles if the assembly invalidates any exist-
ing symmetry clique; see Figures 4(a)-(c).

M2 (Assembly before grouping): Assemble before group-
ing if and only if the assembled nodes belong to symmetry
cliques which possess equivalent grouping symmetries.

This is the only instance where the law of proximity takes
precedence over the law of symmetry, but only “temporar-
ily". Such an assembly does not invalidate any symmetry
clique — it merely merges two of them so that the law of
symmetry is applied to a larger part ensemble. In a man-
made object, it is likely that such an ensemble together per-
form a certain function. Examples of M2 at work can be
found in Figure 4(d) as a 2D illustration and also in Figure 2
(see red assembly nodes marked by “bf. grouping"). Figure
6 highlights the necessity of rule M2 with an unnatural hier-
archy as a result of omitting M2 (compare to Figure 2).

Symmetry Grouping Rules (G1-G3) order groupings.

G1 (Clique order): If there are still symmetry cliques of
order greater than two in the contraction graph, then higher-
order cliques are grouped before lower-order ones.

G2 (Reflectional symmetry): If there are only order-2
cliques in the graph, then group by reflectional symmetry
before rotational symmetry and translational symmetries.

G1 follows the compactness principle, since contracting
a higher-order clique removes more redundancy; see Fig-
ure 5(a). G2 is motivated by the belief that reflectional sym-
metries tend to trigger a stronger visual response than the
other two symmetries [Weg99], e.g., see Figures 5(b-c). Fig-
ure 6 highlights the necessity of G2 with an unnatural hier-
archy as a result of omitting G2 (compare to Figure 2).

G3 (Proximity in symmetry clique): If G1 and G2 cannot
set a precedence, e.g., between rotational and translational
symmetries of the same order, then grouping of part ensem-
bles closer in proximity takes precedence.

If G1 and G2, which are related to symmetry order and
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Figure 5: Symmetry Grouping Rules. The Ai’s are grouped
before with the B’s in all cases. (a) Rotational symmetry has
higher order. (b-c) Reflectional symmetry is stronger than
the other two types of symmetries. (d) Ordering by proximity.

Figure 6: Unnatural hierarchy as a result of omitting cer-
tain precedence rules. The same node organization is ob-
tained by omitting M2 or G2. The zoom-ins reveal parts of
the armrest that should be grouped but are separated, in con-
trast to the more natural result in Figure 2 (first chair).

types, cannot set a precedence, the law of proximity takes
over; see Figure 5(d). Any reasonable measure of geomet-
ric proximity among part ensembles, e.g., shortest distance
between the convex hulls or other bounding volumes of the
ensembles, can be applied here. We implemented the latter
option with bounding volumes provided by oriented bound-
ing boxes of the part ensembles computed via PCA.

Assembly rules (A1-A2) order assembly operations.

A1 (Symmetry preservation): Symmetry-preserving as-
sembly takes precedence over symmetry-breaking assembly.

In other words, we give precedence to assembly opera-
tions which preserve the most number of self-symmetries.
We examine the number of equivalent self-symmetries
shared by two nodes to be assembled and give precedence to
an assembly which inherits more self-symmetries from the
nodes. This rule is partly motivated by Gestalt law of sym-
metry which emphasizes the role of symmetry in perceptual
grouping. For a man-made object, more shared symmetries
likely imply more shared functionalities, as we argue that
symmetric parts or part ensembles tend to perform the same
function. Finally, the rule is also related to the compactness
principle. Indeed, a shared symmetry allows to use a single
symmetry to explain a larger set of parts as an aggregate.

A2 (Connectivity strength): If A1 cannot set a precedence,
then order assembly operations according to a geometric
connectivity strength measure.

Connectivity strength is meant to capture how strongly
two part ensembles are connected and the rule serves to en-
hance a predominantly symmetry-based hierarchical organi-
zation with a geometric criterion. Different choices for the
strength measure are possible including perceptual criteria
such as part salience [HS97]. However, we believe that due
to the large variety of connectivity patterns between their
parts, defining a general meaningful measure of connectiv-
ity strength for man-made objects is by no means an easy
task. Such a measure needs to consider both perceptual is-
sues as well as those relating to functionality of the parts, for
which additional research is required.

We define a simple and admittedly less than perfect vol-
umetric measure of connectivity strength. Given two part
ensembles A and B with oriented bounding boxes (OBB)
OA and OB computed via PCA, the connectivity strength
Y (A,B) = volume(OA)+volume(OB)

volume(OC) , where C is the OBB of the
union of A and B. A higher Y value implies stronger coupling
of the two part ensembles and their assembly would take
precedence over those having lower connectivity strength
values. In Figure 2, the connectivity strength values are
shown in each assembly (red) node.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode for our recursive con-
traction algorithm focusing on rule application while ignor-
ing much of the details on graph transformation.

Remarks. Our construction is dominated by symmetry-
driven rules. Although geometry rules, G3 and A2, are in-
cluded, they are always applied with lower priority. As a
symmetry-based processing paradigm, our approach distin-
guishes itself from the others [MGP06, SKS06, PSG∗06,
XZT∗09] by being structural, focusing on factors such
as the order of symmetry or the number of shared sym-
metries instead of geometric measures such as the size
of symmetry support. A simple yet illustrative example
which highlights the difference is given below. While in

terms of area support, the orange line
would be identified as the major line
of reflection [PSG∗06], our method
gives precedence to the small support
polygons due to their self- and group-
ing reflectional symmetries. The two
techniques would return rather differ-

ent upright orientations, for example. It is difficult to assess
which one is more meaningful; both have their merits. In-
deed, we do not claim to have arrived at an optimal set of
rules or that we have fully considered all the symmetry-
related or perceptual issues. Our framework can be further
enhanced or tuned to suit different purposes.

5. Results and applications

In this section, we show results of symmetry hierarchy con-
struction. We show that hierarchical segmentations derived
from symmetry hierarchies are more meaningful than those
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Figure 7: Hierarchical segmentations of several chair models. Results marked by boxes produce semantic parts: back, seat,
legs, and armrests (if any), e.g., compare to the symbolic hierarchies shown in Figure 2. Note the imperfect result for the last
chair as part of the back is not separated from the legs; this is due to the initial segmentation unable to do so (see Figure 3).

Algorithm 1 Graph contraction using the precedence rules.
Input: G = contraction graph = initial graph

while |V (G)|> 1 and ∃ symmetry cliques in G do
/* rule M1 applied as we find symmetry cliques first */
p = symmetry clique (SC) in G chosen by rules G1-G3
ContractionByGrouping(p,G)
/* M2 applied to test for assembly before grouping */
while ∃ SC r connected to p with same symmetry do

UndoContraction(p,G)
p = SC after assembling corresponding parts in p&r

end while
ContractionByGrouping(p,G)

end while
while |V (G)|> 1 do

Q = {q, . . .}= set of assembly pairs chosen by rule A1
if |Q|> 1 then

q = assembly pair chosen from Q by rule A2
end if
ContractionByAssembly(q,G)

end while

based on local geometric considerations. We also develop an
application of symmetry hierarchy for shape editing.

Symmetry hierarchy results. Figure 2 shows the symme-
try hierarchies of a few distinct chair models. We can ob-
serve the handling of rotational, translational, and a large
variety of combinations of reflectional symmetries by our al-
gorithm. One of the chairs is globally asymmetric due to its
armrest and this part is assembled last in the construction, as
a result of our symmetry-driven approach. We can also ob-
serve that assembly nodes (red) are mostly closer to the root
than grouping nodes, reflecting the use of rule M1, with the
exception of assembly before grouping (rule M2). The use
of other precedence rules is also reflected in the figure. The
complete symmetry hierarchies of all the models shown in
this paper and more are in the supplementary material.

Figure 8: Hierarchical segmentation results from other
methods. Left: [AFS06], where the numbers indicate seg-
mentation counts. Right: [SSS∗10], with two levels identified
by thresholding the SDF values after Gaussian fitting.

Our symmetry hierarchy construction algorithm is quite
efficient. The running times depend on the number of parts
as well as the vertex count (for computing connectivity
strengths). For the most complex model we have tested, the
one in the bottom row of Figure 9 composed of 9,299 ver-
tices, 17,686 triangles, and 71 parts, the construction time
is about 15 seconds after preprocessing. All other models
shown in the paper took no more than 2 seconds to construct
the hierarchies. The preprocessing steps rely mostly on ex-
isting techniques with the most costly operation being the
voting algorithm for detecting self-symmetries; it generally
takes a few minutes to process a typical shape.

Hierarchical segmentation. A symmetry hierarchy natu-
rally implies a hierarchical grouping of the parts of an ob-
ject. In fact, starting from the root of the symmetry hierar-
chy and reversing the contraction process of the graph pro-
vides a unique series of embedded segmentations, each one
more detailed than the previous. When traversing down the
symmetry hierarchy, a good rule for termination is to not
traverse beyond a symmetry grouping node. The rationale is
that we treat a part ensemble grouped by symmetry as an in-
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Figure 9: Hierarchical segmentations of two complex mod-
els; the numbers indicate segmentation counts.

tegral component of the object. Figure 7 shows some results
of the hierarchical segmentations obtained this way for the
chairs from Figures 2 and 3. Some of these results can be
compared (see Figure 8) to those obtained by other hierar-
chical segmentation algorithms, e.g., [AFS06] which relies
on primitive fitting and [SSS∗10] which uses shape diame-
ter function (SDF) values to cluster mesh faces. Note that
the latter approach does not give results for all segmenta-
tion counts; the actual counts are determined by Gaussian
fitting to the set of SDF values. For both compared methods,
the results were obtained using software provided by the re-
spective authors. Finally, we show results produced by our
method on two complex models in Figure 9.

An important observation is that despite the rather large
degrees of geometric and topological variations between the
models within the same class, the implied hierarchical seg-
mentations tend to reveal the major functional components
consistently for these models. For the chairs, the components
are seat, back, base, and armrests. Comparing the symbolic
hierarchies shown in Figure 2 and the circled segmentations
in Figure 7, we see a match in each case. This strongly hints
that the symmetry hierarchies may lead to a consistent seg-
mentation of a set of shapes from the same class.

The work of Golovinskiy and Funkhouser [GF09] deals
with the consistent segmentation problem. They may have
provided the first nice set of results out of an automatic con-
sistent mesh segmentation algorithm on a set of shapes, in-
cluding man-made objects such as chairs. However, their
analysis relies on a global geometric alignment of the set.
Distances between mesh elements from different models af-
ter the alignment are then used to drive a clustering scheme.
Obviously, geometric alignment can be susceptible to at least
part stretching and the use of closest distances for clustering
can be misleading in the presence of large geometric and
topological variations between the shapes. Our symmetry
hierarchy is structural and it is invariant to any symmetry-

Figure 10: Shape editing by modifying symmetry parame-
ters. Left: changing the orders of translational symmetries
(see dark blue nodes). Right: result after changing the or-
ders of rotational symmetries. To save space, we only show
the hierarchies using GraphViz (A: assembly; G: grouping).

preserving part stretching; such variations are usually ex-
pected of man-made shapes. However, it still remains a chal-
lenge to establish semantic correspondence between symme-
try hierarchies across a whole set. Recently, Kalogerakis et
al. [KHS10] incorporates prior knowledge through seman-
tically labelled training set to solve the consistent segmen-
tation problem. The consistency is implied by shared labels
but the segmentations are not hierarchical.

Structural shape editing. Most works on shape editing
and manipulation in graphics have so far focused on free-
form deformation of natural objects. The deformation and
editing of man-made objects present new challenges as the
editing method must be acutely aware of the shape seman-
tics. For example, in CAD/CAM design systems, geometric
objects such as mechanical parts are augmented with a set of
parameters and constraints to define their semantics. Editing
is possible by changing the parameters that affect the part
geometry. The recent iWires tool of Gal et al. [GSMCO09]
uses constraint satisfaction to propagate an editing change
to the whole shape. These examples define two basic modes
of manipulation that either carries a change from some part
structure to the geometry or vice versa.

As a structural representation for man-made shapes, the
symmetry hierarchy is naturally suited for both modes of
editing. Using a dual representation of objects: one geomet-
ric and one structural using the symmetry hierarchy, we can
manipulate either one and carry the effect to the other. This
allows the user to manipulate the meaningful shape parts and
introduce structural changes to the object at targeted levels
or scales. Since these changes are symmetry-aware, they are
particularly meaningful for man-made objects.

Using the structural view the user can modify the pa-
rameters of an existing symmetry by selecting its associated
symmetry grouping node from the hierarchy. Addition, dele-
tion, and spatial rearrangement of the part ensemble, i.e.,
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Figure 11: Shape editing with symmetry breaking and restoration at different levels in a hierarchy. Moving a small cone
(yellow) breaks rotational symmetries at nodes B1 and B2. Middle: after restoring symmetry at B1. Right: restoration at B2.

the child node of the modified node, are automatically per-
formed based on the new symmetry defined. In Figure 10,
we see examples of such editing where the order of transla-
tional or rotational symmetries can be changed.

Using the geometric view the user can transform (trans-
late, rotate, or and scale), add part(s) to, or delete part(s)
from a part ensemble by direct manipulation. However, such
actions may break existing symmetries. Using the symme-
try hierarchy this can be automatically detected at the altered
node to trigger proper action. By default, broken symmetries
are restored at the lowest possible level of the hierarchy to
keep changes minimal while maintaining the contact points
between connected parts. The same editing operation is ap-
plied to all parts of the symmetry group and then connecting
parts are transformed to keep their connection. Note that this
could still leave certain broken symmetries un-restored.

Using the structural view the user can optionally select
other nodes higher up in the hierarchy, i.e., at a larger scale,
for symmetry restoration. This provides the ability to apply
editing in the correct context in different levels of abstrac-
tion. In Figure 11, we show the transformation of a small
cone feature in a candle stand model having a nested hier-
archy of rotational symmetries. By default, the lower-level
8-fold rotational symmetry (node B1) is restored. The bro-
ken symmetry at node B2 remains. The user can optionally
choose to restore symmetry at B2, which leads to a larger-
scale editing effect. To maintain part connectivity, defor-
mation of parts (the curved iron wires in the candle stand
model) is necessary with the contacting points associated
with the transformed part ensemble serving as deformation
handles. The interactive editing sessions for these examples
and more are shown in the accompanying video.

6. Conclusion, discussion, and future work

We present symmetry hierarchy, a novel structural shape rep-
resentation in the form of a symmetry-induced, hierarchical
organization of the constituent parts of a shape. We regard
our work as a preliminary step towards functional and thus
high-level analysis of man-made shapes. Symmetry does not
specify what the functionalities are, it merely groups, in a

hierarchical manner, the shape parts which tend to share the
same function. It is conceivable that without incorporating
any prior knowledge, the kind of geometric and topologi-
cal variations between functionally equivalent parts in man-
made objects may be too much to allow a reliable inference.
In this sense, the symmetry hierarchy may serve its best pur-
pose as an effective intermediate representation for a truly
knowledge-based functional shape analysis.

Limitations. Although the meaningfulness of symmetry
hierarchies is evident on many models, the associated analy-
ses may not be suitable for all shapes, particularly those lack-
ing sufficiently rich symmetry structures. In this paper, we
only deal with exact extrinsic symmetries of three types and
the rather primitive symmetry detection schemes can be less
than satisfactory. More robust algorithms which can han-
dle more general forms of symmetries [MGP06, PMW∗08]
would allow us to analyze a larger set of models.

The meaningfulness of the symmetry hierarchy also de-
pends on the initial segmentation. Our symmetry-based
enhancement can turn imperfect segmentations into more
meaningful ones in many cases. However, it is also lim-
ited by its dependence on symmetry analysis. For example,
it is unable to identify the four legs of a chair if part of
its back and a leg form an integral part and breaking them
apart does not create more symmetries. The last chair of Fig-
ure 7 is an example; it also shows an imperfect hierarchy re-
sulting from an imperfect segmentation. More sophisticated
schemes which can detect self-similar parts [MGP06] may
provide a remedy. Alternatively, supervised learning may
help obtain the most meaningful segmentation [KHS10]. Fi-
nally, our graph contraction scheme is greedy and its local
decisions may not always lead to a globally most meaning-
ful symmetry hierarchy, though a precise definition of what
the most meaningful hierarchy is remains elusive and the an-
swer is related to human cognition.

Future work. While the list of limitations above already
hint several tasks as future work, there are a few other direc-
tions worth pursuing. Our current set of precedence rules are
the result of a thought process which take into consideration
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various criteria; they are not the result of following a rigor-
ous definition or analysis of an objective function. The latter
is likely difficult as it involves proper modeling of a cogni-
tive process but should be attempted, at least in the hope to
further enhance the rule set. Any claim on the meaningful-
ness of the symmetry hierarchies from a perceptual or func-
tional point of view should best be evaluated by a user study.
Finally, we believe that the full potential of symmetry hier-
archies for analysis of man-made shapes has not been fully
explored. For example, a problem of great interest and utility
is consistent symmetry hierarchy across a set of objects in the
same class, e.g., the chairs. The result would be a consistent
hierarchical segmentation across the whole set.
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